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Note

r. The reader will find in this index, drawn up according to an order that

I have established, the maior concePts of Lacan's theory, referred to

the contexts in which they occur - these contexts themselves providing

their essential definitions, their functions and their principal Pro-

perties.
,. In the pages referred to after each term in the index, it is the concePtt

not the word, that is to be looked for. I have chosen to designate the

classified 
"orr..p, 

by the expression that seemed to me most adequate

and mos, .o*ir.hensive, usually proceeding by retroaction from the

latest stage in the development of the theory'

3. I am well"aware that with such an articulation what I was oflering was
J 

necessarily an interpretation. It seemed to me, thereforer 
-to 

be oPPor-

tune to explain it in a few words' so thlt one- *ay, after following my

reasoning, d.d,r.t it from the sum of the index'

4. I have .h"or.., to isolate the concepts which' concerning the theory of

the subiect, are of interest, if only by denying them their names, to the

human sciences as a whoie, with the effect of stressing the specificity

of the analytic experience (in its Lacanian definition: the bringing_into

play of the realiti of the unconscious, the introduction of the subiect

io the language of his desire).

,. If the sigriifiei is consrituent for the subiect (I, A)r 
-one ryay fgllgw,

through"its defiles, the process of transformation (of mutilation) that

makes-a subject of man, through the obliquity of narcissism (I' B):

The properties of symbolic overdeterminati-on explain why the logical

timeif this history is not linear (I' C)'

6. One musr then take again in their simultaneity the-elements succes'

sively presented (II, .{, B, C). Ot9 wjll observe that the topology

of th. subject finds its statute only !l being related to the geometry

of the Ego (II, B, 4 and II, C, 3). one is now in a position to grasP-

the funciiorrirrg of comm,rni.ation: in its structure, all the pieces of

the game find their Place (II' D).

7. Froil the structure of communication, one will deduce what is the

power of the treatment, with what ear to listen to the unconscious,

8.
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what training to give analysts (III, A, B). The last part (ll l, C) is

centred or, th. .-irr.rrt signifier of desire. The following section (IV)

is clinical (the account of it is very succinct)'

As for the Lacanian epistemology, it marks, I believe the Position of

psychoanalysis in theepistemological break, in as much as throLrgh the
^Frerrdian 

nltd ttre foreclosed subiect of science returns into the int-

possiileof its discourse. There is, therefore,_a single ideology of which

i...r, provides the theory: that of the 'modern €Bo', that is to say, the

p"r"rroi.. subject of scieniific civilization, of which awarped psychology

iheorizes the imaginary, at the service of free enterPrise.

Jacques-Alain Miller
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I .  THE SYMBOLIC ORDER

A. The Supremacy of the Signtfer
(see: The place of the Other)

z. The exteriority, aurcnomY and dY'

placement of ihe signtfer; its defles.

a. Exterionty:64-66-
6. The de6les: 65-66, rz6-127,
t47-t48r r53 (and the ProPer
name), 255'256t 32o-32 2-

z. The signifying unit.
c. Symbol, letter, signifier: 6165, 82,

I 04, t 5 z- z 53, t 83- t84, 233-214t

263,7t6-9t7.
6. Articulation: tz6.
c. Materiality and locus of the

letter: 87, 247-t48.

3. The stucture: the symbolic, the
imaginary, the real: 65 (Production
of the real by the symbolic), r8o-
t s 7 (hallucination), 19 z (supremacy

of the symbolic over the imaginary)t
r95 (supremacy of the sYmbolic .
over the rcal), tg7 (intrusion of the

imaginary in the real).

4. The supremacy of the signifer over

the signifed: t5o't54, t(n,284,
z8grz9o.

B. The Defles of the Signifer

t. The gercsis of the ego: iytaginaty-
i&ntifcatioa (see: The function of

the eso\.
o. Plimordial symbolization and

orimary identifitation (the demand

ior lovl and the'Fort-Da')i I03-

r04, zo7, 233-234t 255, 285-286.

61. The mirror-stage: r-7, 42,
j4-lJt r37-t39> tg6, zogr 2rr-2r2'

62. Narcissism: 16-25, zz3.
/3. Aggressivity: 8-zg, 4z (seez

The fragmented body).
cr. The superego: 2r) t43,255-256.
c2. The ideal ego: 2t 3o7.

z. The production of th9 subject: symb^olic

ideniifcation (see: The structure of the

subject).
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C. The Structure of the Subjecta. The ego-ideal, introjection and
the function of the single stroke:
r97t 274t 3o6-3o7, 31617.
6. The Name-of-the-Father (agency
of the symbolic, or dead, Father)
and primal repression: 67, zgg, 2tZ,
jro, Jt4 (see: Foreclosure).

c. The Law (symbolic pact, debt):
6t-62r 65-68, r4yz44.
d. T\e Oedipus complex (secondary,
normalizing identification): 5-6,
zo-25r 66, tg7.

C. Tlze Sty"tfyk7 Chain

t. The tue subject.
a. The subject of the chain: 73-74,
z79-t82, z95-t96.
61. The subject of science: Zo-Z2t
zt6, zgz-293 (see: Psychoanalysk
and science).
b2. 'Wo es war, soll Ich werden':
z z8- t 29, t 7 t, 2gg-3oo, 3 r 3-S z 4.
63. 'Cogito, (ergo) sum': 264-265,
307.
c. Affirmation, repression, (de)nega-
tion, foreclosure: (see Index of

German terms under Bejahwg,
Ve r dr dngung, Ve rtuinung,
Verwerfung).

z. The division, splitting andfading of
the subject: z-3 79-8ot z77t 281,294,
st t-3r3 (see: Desire and phantasy).

s. The topology of the subject (symholic
space): to5, t4z, r87, tg1-tg8,
z81r 3oz-3o3r 316 (seez The locus of
the letter, The geometry of the ego,
The locus of the Other, Metaphor).

t. Repetition (repetition compulsion, the
insisterce of the chain): to2-roJ,
t53--254, rgg-2oo (seez Regres-
sion).

z. Overdetermination and logical time
(anticipation and retroac tion; chance,
encounrcr and destiny)z +8, 75, z96,
tg7-tg8r 3o6.

z. The illusion of autonomy.
a. MCconnaissarrce: 6, t5-zo, 4r-42t
t38.
/. The paranoiac structure of the
ego (and of human knowledge), s-4,
t7, t38.

f, Love and hate: 7, J4,24t-244,
z5 5 (see: Primal symboliTation,
Narcissism, The objet a).

z. Projection.
a. Identifcation with the other,

3. Remembering, recollection: | 4t- t 42
(contrasted with imaginary
reminiscence), fi7.

4. Death, the second death, the death
driue, the real as imltossible, the being
of the existent:8, z8-zg, tot-to6,
z4o, 268-t69, 296, 2tf2z4,

307-309.

3. 'Group psychology': 274-271 (see:
The ego-idcal, The single stroke).

4. The georneffy of the ego (imaginary
space): j> 27, 96, r 34 (see: TAe
topology oJ' the subj ec t).

D. f ntersubjec tive C ommunication

I I .  THE EGO, THE SUBJECT

(rheo,,":;::6i:!all":f;{l:i:!;;l,,,,aBody)
(see: The minor-stage, The subject of the chain)

2t 4-jt t t, 5z-54, 69, 82, rz(>t27, 16z, tg6-tgZ 24\ 30z-Jo2, 3t4-326.

B. The Function of the Ego
(see: The genesis of the ego, The theory of ideology)

transitivis m, proj ec tion, the dual
relation: g, r4-rt, t34.
/. The animal (animal psychology):

3186, t48, zg5r 3o5.
c1. Hegelian categories: the struggle
to the death, recognition, prestige,

c. The formations of the ego (ideals the absolute Master: 2J-zg, 42t 99t
of the person): z8t-283 (seez The r42r 3oJ.
tuperego, The ideal ego, The ego idcal) c2. Consciousness of self, infatuation,
/.- Representation: t6o-t1z, z7z the belle d.me, the law of the heart,
(see Desire and plnntasy). the cunning of Reason, absolute
a. Defence: t, ro (see: 'Frzstation', knowledgez 7gr8t, r2z, tz6,
Resistence). 296-297.

t. Critique of positivism.
a. Language as sign: 8J-84,
r24-r2r, r4g-rto.
6. Metalanguage: 6t,  z5or 3rG-3rr.

z. The function of the'f' and the
subject of t/ze enunciation: 23t 43-44t
86-87, rz3, t61-r66, 283-t88,
213, zg8-3oo (see: Over-
determination).

g. The Other.
a. Formula of communication:
'Human language constitutes a
communication in which the emitter
receives from the receiver his own

The symptom (the censor and truth;
repression and the return of the
repressed): ror 5r, jJ, jg,69,8r-82,
r29, r1j, t55-t56, t75,281 (see:
The truth).

I I I .  DESIRE AND ITS INTERPRETATION

A. The Formations of the Unconscious
(see: Communication)

message in an inverted form': 4e4rt
8j-84r 85-86, z69.
J. The Other and the other: 55-5G,
t 39- z 40, r7t, 3o4-So5 (see:
Projection),
c. The locus of the Other: 6o-6t,
z 4z-I 42, r 72-z 7& tg2- tg7)
2rz-2r1,, 2 r 4-2 z 5, 263-264,
3o2-sz 3 (see: The supremacy of the
symboli).
/. 'The unconscious is the discourse
of the Other': jt-16, tg3, 263-2G4,
267-269, Jz z-Jr3 (see:'Man's
desire is the desire of tlze Other').

z. The rlzetoric of the unconscious.
a. The point of desire: 49-53,
57-Gz, z 59- z 7 z, 216-219.
Jr. Metaphor: 53 (contrasted with
analogy), 256-t57, t64, tgg-zoo,

303-30+.
62. Metonymy: t56, t64.

t .
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IJ. fhc Analytic L,xperience
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B. Psycltiatric Practice

tJr

z. Technique: 37-36, 45, 48-491 7J-
76.

z. a. Empty speech (the discourse of
the imaginary): 4z-42,45-46, -z39
(see: Narcissism, The illusion of
autonomy).
6. Abieition of the theory of the ego
in analysis (splitting of the ego and
identification with the analYst):

44-4j, go-gt, z t9 (abiection) (see:
The theory of idcology).
c. 'Frustrat ion':  4z-42.
/. Resistance: r3r z3-24r 7% r29-
r3r,  r42r 2)5.

3. c. Neutrality and the analYst's
response: z z-26, 43t 89-90, 93.
95-96, | 3gr r 4% 229-230.
6. The transference: 14 (negative),
58, t 66- z 67, z 7o, 2)J-2J7,
z4t-21o, z6t.

C.

z. The drives: z89-zgo,236-237,

.324-3t6.

z. L'obiet a, z97-198, zzo*zzI> 239t
24J-244t z5o, z5z-252, 265,
274-275, 3 t 4-3 t 6, 322-324.

3. Jouissance, Castation: zg8- tgg,
zo6- 2o 7, 246, zCz- 269, z8 t-29 t,

3fi18.

c. Intransitive demand and suP-
pression: 4t-4gt 254-:56, 270-274
(see: The locus d the Other,
Repetition, Need, demand, desire).

4. a. Punctuation, interpretation: 44,
8t, 95-96, g8-g9, t54 (see:
Repetition).
b. The purpose and end of analYsis
(full speech, the language 9f desire,
the subjectification of death): 7t 43t
8o-83r 88, to5, z7t, z8t (see:
Death, Castration).

5. The training of analysts.
a. The knowledge (savoir) of the
analyst and the training analYsis:
8z*83, r44-r4t, r47 (see
Epistemology).
6. Psychoanalytic associations:

30-36, zz6-zz8 (see: The theorY
of idcology).

Neurosis
c. Neurosis; in generalz z8-29, 168;
hysteria: Jt 14> 8g-go; phobia: 14,
248-249.
J. Obsessional neurosis: y, t4r 8g-9r,

99t rg9, z3G-238, 247, 268.

Peryersion' in general: ry7-ry8;
sado-masochism: 2t; scoptophilia:
z5; homosexuality, 2j, Jl.

The epistemological break (the
example of physics): 5ro, 72-7Jt
II4, r79,294-296.

Truth
a. Truth as fiction, as secret, as
symptom: 47t Z4-25 (opposed to
exactitude), gs (oPPosed to
exactitude) t r23t 3o5-3o6.

V. EPISTEMOLOGY AND THE THEORY OF IDEOLOGY

A. Epistemologlr

3. Psychosis (see: Verwerfung).
a. Psychosis (in general): r7g-22r.
6. Paranoia (in Kraepelin's sense): y,
16-17.

J. Psychoanalysis and science:
56-571 72> J6-72 tGz, t74.

3. Conjecrure
a. The conjectural ('human')
sciences: 66, 7fZZ, r48-r;o.
6. Psychology as science; its object:
rto.

t .

t .

2.

The Phallus

4. Desire.
a. 'Man's desire is the desire of the
Other': 1-6, 58r 67,288-289. ,
6. Desire and the Law; need, "

demand, desire; desire and PhantasY:
266-267, 275,244, z1z, 258-259,
zGj-265, 269, z7z, 275-276,
z8 5-288, jro-3r1, 322-323.

The idcology offreedom: theory of
trhe autonomous ego, humanism,
rights of man, responsibiliry,
anthropomorphism, ideals,
instinctual maruration, etc.: z(>27,
j1-JJt r3z, t65, zt6, z3o-zjrr j&.

z. The idcology offree enterprise: the
American Way of Life, human
relations, human engineering,
success, happiness, pattem, etc.:
j718, r r t-r t6, rz7-r28, z3r, 243.

B. The Theory of ldeologjr

IV.  CLINICAL PRACTICE

A. Freud's Cases

z. Dora:77-781 9r-92t 236,274. a. Judge Schreber" 361 93, r83-r92,

z. The Rat Man:77-7gr 88-89, 
r99-22r'

275-48. 5. Little Hans: 36, 168'

s. The wolf Man: 48r 77181 87, rt7. 6. The dream of the butcher's wife: 257.
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If it is true that perception eclipses structure, a schema will infallibly lead
the subject 'to forget in an intuitive image the analysis on which it is
based'(p. , t+).

It is the task of symbolism to forbid imaginary capture - and, indeed,
its difficulty follows from the theory.

When gaining some illumination from Lacan's schematar w€ should
not forget this warning.

Such a precaution reveals the inadequation in principle between the
graphic representation and its object (the objecr of psychoanalysis). More-
over, all the constructions gathered together here have no more than a
didactic role: their relation *ittt the structure is one of l.talogy.

On the other hand, there is no occultation of the symbolic in the topology
that Lacan sets up, because this space is the very space in which the re-
lations of the logic of the subject are schematized. The inadeguation of
the analogies is pointed out by Lacan quite unambiguously on the optical
model of the ideals of the person, precisely in the absence of the symbolic
object o (objet petit a). From the note added to SchemaR (note 18, p. z4),
one may learn the rules of mansformation of intuitive geometry in the
topology of the subject.

J.-4. M.

lx{
I The schema of the intersubjectiye dialectic

('Schema L', p. l9J)

The schema shov,rs that the dual relation between the ego and its pro-

iection o o' (indifferently its image and that of the other) constitutes an
obstacle to the advent of the subiect S in the locus of its signifying deter-
mination, A. The quaternary is fundamental: 'a quadripartite structure
has, since the introduction of the unconscious, always been required in
the construction of a subjective ordering' ('Kant avec Sade', Ecrits, p.

770. Whyt Because to restore the imaginary relation in the structure that
presents it involves a duplication of its terms: the 'small other' being
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exponentiated into 'capital Other', the undoing of the subject of the
signiffing chain coming to double the ego. The symmetry or reciprocity
belongs to the imaginary register, and the position of the Third Party
implies that of the fourth, which is given according to the levels of the
analysis, the name of 'barred subject', or dummy (mort). (Cf. p. zz9,
psychoanalytic bridge).

)x{
II The structure of the subject

('Schema ft', p. r93; 'Schreber's Schema' (I), p. zrz)

r. Composition of ilte symbolic, the imaginary and the real ('Schema R')
'Schema .R' is made up of the meeting of two triangles, the symbolic
ternary and the imaginary ternary, delimited in a sqgare by the base of
each triangle. If the triangle of the symbolic occupies half of the square
to itself the other two figures sharing the other half it is because, in
structuring them, it must make them overlap. The dotted line stands for
the imaginary.

This construction requires a double reading:

r. It may be read as a representation of the statics of the subiect. Thus it
consists of, (a) the triangle.f resting on the dual relation between the
Ego and the Other (narciSsism, projection, eptation), with, for its
apex, the phallus, the imaginary object 'in which the subject identifies
himself . . . 'with himself as a living being' (p. 196), that is to say, the
species under which the subject represents himself to himself; (b) the
field d with the three functions of the Ego Ideal I in which the subiect
is mapped in the register of the symbolic, of the signifier of the Obiect
M, of the Name-of-the-Father F in the locus of the Other O. The line
I M may be regarded as doubling the relation between the subject and
the object of desire through the mediation of the signifying chain, a
relation that the Lacanian algebra was to write as $Qo (but the line
immediately proves to be an inadequate representation); (.) the ficld
.R, framed by the imaginary relation and the symbolic relation.

z. But it is also the history of the subject that is notated here: on the st'g-
ment i M are placed the figures of the imaginary Other, whiclr cul-
minate in the figure of the mother, the real Other, inscribed in rlre
symbolic under the signifier of the primal object, the first exterior ro
the subject, which bears in Freud the name of das DinS (cf. Ecrits,
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p. 656);on the segment- ml follow the imaginary identifications that

ior* ih. Ego of tle child until he receives his statute in the real and

form the sfmbolic identification. One finds once a_gain, therefore, a

specified ,yo"hrony of the ternary S, the child in I is linked to the

,ioth., ir, ivl, 
", 

d.rir. of her desirl; in the third position is the Father,

transmitted by the speech of the mother'

In his note of ry66,Lacan shows how to translate this square into his

,ofotogy.'Tii. t,rt turi nis to be taken as the 'flattened form' (mb7d';plat)

of'the f;g.rr. that would be obtai"_.d!y joining i to I and nt to M, that is,

il;h; r;rrio' that characterizes the Moebius itrip in complete sPace: the

pi.r.r,.,ion of the schema in two dimensions is to be referred, therefore,

lo th. cut that spreads the s*ip our. This explains *hy the straight line I M

Grnnot refer to-the relation betweett the subiect and the object of desire:

the subject is simply the cu19f the strip, and what falls from it is called

iir. 
"U;!. 

t o (objet prtit a). This verifies and complements Jean-Claude

Milneris for*.ri. or, '$Oo': 'the terms are heterogeneous, whereas there

is homogeneity attached to the places' (Cahiers Pour l'analyse, flo' 3t

p. 96). That is the Power of the subject'

z. Schreber's schemc (I)

(,schema of the srrucrure of the subject at the termination of the

psychotic process.')

This schema is a variation of the preceding one: the foreclosure of tfie

Name-of-the-Father (here Fo), wlrich involves the absence of the rc-

presentation of the subject S by the phallic image (here O), throws tlte

;d"il; of the three netat out- of alignment: the divergencg of the im-

,gr*t and the symbolic, th. reduction of the real to their disalignment'

-1'n. point i of the delusional ego is substituted for the subiect, wlile

tfrtngJ ldeal I takes the place of the Other. The 6aiectory Soo'O is

transf6rmed into the traiectory ioo'I'

fiorion, 
whose law imposes at the first intersection (on the vector

S-S') the last word (that is to say, punctuation)and retroaction, enumerated
in the formula of intersubjective communication, which necessirares a
second intersection, in which is situated the receiver and his battery.
Graph 2 composes, on the basis of the elementary cell, the imaginary
identification and the symbolic identification in the subjective synchrony;
the signifying chain is here given its specification as speech. It becomes the
vector of the drive, between desire and phanrasy, in the complete graph -
the intermediary graph simply punctuating the question of the subject to
the Other: ''What does he want of mel' to be inverted in its return, ''What
do you v/ant of mel'
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m The graPhs of desire

(Graph ttp. 1.toq Graph 2rP.3oe; G,oph 3rP'3t3; Graph qrP'lt5)

on Graph z, one may read the inversion that constitutes the subiect-in

his intersection of the signifying chain. This inversion takes place by
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Asymptotisch, zrz
Aufgehoben,288
Aufhebt,286
Aufhebung,288, zg4

Begehren (das), 286
Bejahung, zor
Bildung, r39

Darstellbarkeit (Riicksicht auf-), 16o
Durcharbeiten, 4r
Durcharbeitung, z6y

Endliche (Analyse), 278, z9t
Enstellung, t6o,264
Erniedrigung, 24J, 2go
Es (das), tz8-r29, r7r (see: Wo es

war.  .  . )

Fixierung, z7o
Fort! Da!, ro3-ro4r 2rt, 234

Gegunwunschtraiime, ro8
Grundsprache, r84

Ich (das), (see: Wo es war. . .)
Ideal ich, z

Kern unseres 
'Wesen, 

t66, t73, zz8

Mensch, z8r

Nachtr:iglich, 48

Prigung, r4r

)x{

Schauplatz (ein andere), r93, 264,281
Spaltung, z69, 277, 281, 287, z88r 3r7

Tagtraum, 16r
Traumarheit, rCo
Traumdeutung, (n, z1g
Traumgedanke, 16r
Trieb, z361 3or

Ubertragung, r7o
Unbehagen in der Kultur (das) 69
Unendliche (Analyse), 278
Urbild, 2r, r3g
Urverdringungr z861 3r4
Urverdrdngt,288

Verdichtung, (>o
Verdrdngt, zoo
Verdrlngung, 288, 29o, 2gr
Verneinigun5r 6, rt, zor, 2tt
Verschiebung, 16o
Verscihnun1t r7r
Verwerfun g, zor, zr7, 22o, 2zr

Wiederholungszwang, 2oo
Witz, r7o, rTT
Wo es war, soll Ich werden, rz8, tz9,

136, t7t, zTgr 2g9
Wunsch, zy6
Wunscherftillung, 16r, 264

Zeichen, zor
Zwangsbeftirchtung, r r r
Zwangsneurose, 69

Index of proper names

Abraham, Karl, 87, z41-24it 278, 287,
Addison, Joseph, r77
Aga Khan, r3z
Alby, l.-M., zz4
Alcibiades, 3zz
Anna O. (Case),46
Aristotle, 76, zr4, zlz
Augustine (St), zo, 176
Aulus Gellius, tr, rtz

Baldwin, J., r
Balint, Michael, j)r 90, ro7, r39, 246
Bergson, Henri, z8
Bichat, M.-F.-X., ror
Boehme, Jakob, 233
Boole, 9.r TJ
Borel, Emile, ro8
Bosch, Hieronymus, 4, r I
Bossuet, ; r
Breton, Andr6, 248,276
Breuer, I., +6
Browning, Robertr 34
Bruno, Giordano, rz4
Brihler, Charlotte, ;, r7
Byron, Lord, zor

Cailois, Rogerr S
Cannonr'W., roz
Caruso, lgor, tr7
Casari, O., zz4
Champollion, Jean-Frangois, 8r, 16o
Chandra Pandey, Dr Kanti, r ro
Charcot, E., r9i
Chicago (School of), ry
Christ, 167
Cicero, r77
Claudel, Paulr Sz4
Comte, Auguste, tr
Copernicus, N., tt4, t61

Damourette, 3o7, 3r4
Dante, z8
Darwin, Charles, 26, t61
Davenant, William, r77
De Quincey, Thomasr trr
Deutsch, Helene,283
Devereux, Georges, 278
Drrra (Case), 77> 9r-9\ 236,274
Dostoicvski, Fedor, roo

|I{{

Empedocles, ro2-ro4
Erasmus, r74

Fechner, G.T., ry3
Fdnelon, 3o7
Fenichel, Otto, tr) 2o7
Ferenczi, S., ro7, 246-247, zy,278
Fichte, l. G., nz
Flechsi[ (Prof. Paul-Emile and the

others), zr9
Fliess, Robert, 87, zor, z8o
Francis, St (of Sales), z;z
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